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It is a common understanding that interpreting is far more than simply
transcoding between languages; instead interpreters are consciously or unconsciously
making linguistic choices with the goal of achieving effective interpersonal exchanges
on their mind. Most of the time, various kinds of simultaneous interpreting(SI)
strategies are used during an interpreting session, which naturally takes place because
of the time constrains during the work and differences between the source and the
target languages and the two cultures. As a matter of fact, using strategy is one of the
major reasons that make SI -- an impossible mission -- possible. By using diversified
strategies, interpreters manage to strike a balance between retaining original
information and providing a smooth and culturally-appropriate interpreted speech for
the audience.
The trend of interpreting studies in recent years suggests that an interdisciplinary
approach is gaining popularity. And the Theory of Adaptation is employed in this
thesis to explain strategies that clear language and culture barriers. According to the
theory, using language is a process of choice-making, and four angles of investigation
are proposed, among which contextual correlates of adaptability and structural objects
of adaptability can be used as parameters in the pragmatic description of SI.
Contextual correlates of adaptability covers the physical world, social world, mental
world, and linguistic context, while structural objects of adaptability describes
linguistic choices that occur on every possible level of language and the principles of
language construction.














data for strategy analysis. A sentence-by-sentence comparison of the source and target
texts is conducted to observe strategies used by interpreters on word level and
sentence level. A simplified system of strategies is adopted; by doing this it becomes
clearer to define which strategy is used in each particular case and easier to observe
and summarize firsthand what actually happens when interpreters do their job.
The study comes to the conclusion that firstly, strategies in SI on word level are
mainly used to adapt to the contextual correlates of the target language, while
strategies on sentence level are mainly for the adaptation of structural objects. Second,
strategies for adapting to structural objects and contextual correlates share almost the
same percentage overall. Third, strategies in SI are used by interpreters both
consciously and unconsciously.
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It is a common knowledge that simultaneous interpreting (SI) is no easy task, and
this special language application is far more than simply transcoding between
languages, but rather a communicative and social activity. So how the purpose of
communication is reached and how language, culture and social elements melts into
this unique goal-targeted language use needs to be analyzed. Verschueren’s Theory of
Adaptation sheds light on how this task is completed on each level of languages, and
opens up a new way to analyze the motivations behind the interpreter’s choices of
strategies.
The most primary and fundamental goal of any kind of Translation (in this thesis,
Translation is used to refer to a broader sense of transcoding one language into
another, whether in an oral, written or sighed manner, and translation stands for the
regular type of written rendering of text into a different language), regardless of
written translation, oral interpreting or sign language interpreting, is to convey the
original massage faithfully. However, there will not be any professional practitioner or
scholar of Translation defining faithfulness as delivering absolutely identical
expressions. The nature of interpreting as an intermediary channel of information and
its upmost requirement of being faithful have set the underlying tone of the task. Still
discrepancy between the source language and the target language is not only
acceptable, but even necessary sometimes in SI.
This happens mainly for two reasons: 1) the overwhelming working load during















unconsciously, interpreters choose the amount of information to convey and the way
in which they convey it, to name it another way, they choose different strategies
during interpreting. By using diversified strategies, interpreters manage to strike a
balance between retaining original information and providing a smooth and
culturally-appropriate interpreted speech for the audience. As a result, it is safe to say
that strategic behaviors are to the mental process of interpreters as people’s
appearances are to their DNA. The psychological motivations behind the interpreter’s
choices of language can be further understood through observing the strategies they
use.
While Gile's effort module deliberates on the rationale behind how interpreters
are capable of handling various tasks at the same time from a cognitive point of view
and how they fail to do so under some circumstances, the notion of deverbalization
from the Paris school provides us with an insight into how “sense” should be at the
core of interpreting and how it bridges source language and target language. From
another perspective, the Theory of Adaptation assists us to dig into the reason how
and why choices on various levels of interpreting are made in an organized and
inclusive manner, and which factors are usually kept on board when interpreters are
making those choices. Even though the mystery of how the transformation between
languages is achieved in the “black box” is still wearing its vial, understanding what
are the matters that underpin and determine a successful interpersonal activity of
interpreting will certainly help interpreters to balance all relevant issues and deploy
necessary strategies to achieve the goal of mutual understanding in cross-culture
exchanges.
The trend of interpreting studies in recent years suggests that an interdisciplinary
approach is gaining popularity; as Hu Gengshen points out that this not only means















this approach as a major developing direction in the area (Hu, 2000:43). Pragmatic
theories have been adopted in translation studies for a rather long period of time and
proved to be fruitful; interpreting studies are catching up as well.
1.2 Objectives
On the one hand, SI strategies have been taught in class to interpreting beginners
and been analyzed in a great deal of academic papers. No one would deny that using
strategy is one of the major reasons that make SI -- an impossible mission -- possible.
On the other hand, fidelity or faithfulness is considered one of the most fundamental
principles in SI as in any other kind of Translation, still using strategies is actually a
way for interpreters to make their target-language version “different” from that of the
source-language text, structurally or contextually.
Two guidelines that interpreters need to follow are sometimes contradictory to
each other: the responsibility of delivering as faithfully as possible the content uttered
by the speakers and the intention of caring for the acceptability of the audience from
linguistic, cultural and social regards. So how can this target be achieved? This is
where the Theory of Adaptation comes into use in SI studies. This thesis will not
focus on how information from the original language is successfully transferred in the
target language in the audience’s mind. More attention will be paid to the
discrepancies between the source text and target text and reasons why interpreters will
make such choices, that is to say, the strategies employed during interpreting process
and reasons from an adaptative perspective. Specific objectives are as following:
In a simplified and direct manner, observe what kinds of strategies are most
used?
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